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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The notion of Image Restoration
Recording images is a very frequent event in everyday human life. Due to imperfections in the
imaging and capturing process, the recorded image inevitably represents a degraded version
of the original scene. The question of removing these imperfections is crucial to many of
image analysis and image processing tasks. There exists a wide range of different degradations
that need to be taken into account, covering for instance noise, geometrical degradations,
illumination and color imperfections, and blur. Image restoration methods are aimed for the
reconstruction of the original image from a degraded model.
The field of image restoration has seen a tremendous growth in interest over the last two
decades. There are many excellent overview articles, journal papers, and textbooks on the
subject of image restoration and identification [2, 5, 6, 26, 32, 43, 44]. A number of vari-
ous algorithms have been proposed and intensively studied for achieving a fast-recovered and
high-resolution reconstructed images see, e.g. [49, 50]. The recovery of an original image from
degraded observations is of crucial importance and finds application in several scientific ar-
eas including medical imaging and diagnosis, military surveillance, satellite and astronomical
imaging, reconstruction of poor-quality family portraits, and remote sensing.
Blurring is a form of bandwidth reduction of an ideal image owing to the imperfect image
formation process. It can be caused by a relative motion between the camera and the original
scene, or by an optical system that is out of focus. When aerial photographs are produced for
remote sensing purposes, blurs are conditioned by atmospheric turbulence, aberrations in the
optical system, and relative motion between the camera and the background. Such blurring is
not confined to optical images; for example, electron micrographs are corrupted by spherical
aberrations of the electron lenses, and computed tomography scans suffer from X-ray scatter.
The field of image restoration (also called as image deblurring or image deconvolution) is
concerned with the reconstruction or estimation of the uncorrupted image from a blurred one
[6]. Fundamentally, it tries to perform an operation on the image that is the inverse of the
imperfections in the image formation system. In the use of image restoration methods, the
attributes of the degrading system are assumed to be known a priori.
In practical situations, sometimes may not be able to obtain this information directly from
the image formation process. The objective of blur identification is to estimate the attributes
of the real imaging system from the observed degraded image itself prior to the restoration
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process. The combination of image restoration and blur identification is often referred to as
blind image deconvolution [49].
Blind deconvolution algorithm based on the total variational (TV) minimization method is
extremely effective for recovering edges of images as well as some blurring functions, e.g., motion
blur and out-of-focus blur [11]. In the paper [99] the authors present anisotropic regularization
techniques to exploit the piecewise smoothness of the image and the point spread function
(PSF) in order to mitigate the severe lack of information encountered in blind restoration
of shift-invariantly and shift-variantly blurred images. These techniques are demonstrated on
linear motion blur and out-of-focus blur. Edge preserving regularization methods, in the context
of image restoration and denoising, are presented in [73].
Images are aimed to memorize useful information, but unfortunately the presence of the
blur is unavoidable. Motion blur is the effect caused by relative motion between the camera
and the scene during image exposure time. Restoration of motion-blurred images has been a
fundamental problem in digital imaging for a long time. We assume that the blurring function
acts as a convolution kernel or point-spread function h(n1, n2) and the image restoration meth-
ods that are described here fall under the class of linear spatially invariant restoration filters.
It is also assumed that the statistical properties defined by the mean and correlation functions
of the image do not change spatially.
Under these conditions the restoration process can be carried out by means of a linear filter
of which the point-spread function is spatially invariant, i.e., it is constant throughout the
image. These modeling assumptions can be mathematically formulated as follows. If we denote
by f(n1, n2) the desired ideal spatially discrete image that does not contain any blur or noise,
then the recorded image g(n1, n2) is modeled by the convolution which is determined using the
two-dimensional point spread function h(n1, n2) [6]:
g(n1, n2)=h(n1, n2) ∗ f(n1, n2)
=
N−1∑
k1=0
M−1∑
k2=0
h(k1, k2)f(n1 − k1, n2 − k2).
(1.1.1)
The symbol ∗ denotes the convolution operation.
The objective of the image restoration is to make an estimate f(n1, n2) of the ideal image, under
the assumption that only the degraded image g(n1, n2) and the blurring function h(n1, n2) are
given.
The goal of the Ph.D. dissertation is to develop an efficient and reliable methods for digital
image restoration or image deblurring using mathematical models to analyze the process of
blurring. In this way, we will focus on methods to remove blur caused by uniform and nonuni-
form motion. They are particularly important in applications related to the removal of blur
from X-ray images, in automated number plate recognition systems, with bar code images,
LCD televisors and monitors and other areas. This topic is intensively research in recent years,
as evidenced by a large number of books, monographs, papers and computer implementation
from this field.
One of our main motivations for developing the methods for digital image restoration is
applicability in everyday life. Blurring images can be appropriate for generating background
effects and image shadows. In our days, creating motion blur in images is something that many
image artists, mainly photographers use in order to capture feigned movement. Moreover, two
dimensional filtering based on the separable motion blur is also useful for smoothing the effects
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of the staircase like effect, known as ’aliasing’. The separable anti-alias filtering procedure is
efficient on smoothing edges of images and can also round out features to produce highlighting
effects.
Also, the process of the de-identification is an interesting application of the motion blur.
Advances in imaging devices and web technologies have made it easy to capture and share
large amounts of video data over the internet. The eﬄuence of privacy information becomes
an important issue in both academia and industry. Examples include the Google Street View,
EveryScape, public and private surveillance video, the collection and distribution of medical face
databases [30]. De-identification is intended for the elimination of identification information
from images and videos, prior to sharing of the data, while keeping as much information on
the action and its context. Recognition and de-identification are opposites, the recognition
making use of all possible features to identify an object while the de-identification trying to
obfuscate the features to thwart recognition. De-identification should be resistant to recognition
by humans and algorithms [1]. Three types of videos need de-identification to not compromise
the privacy of individuals [1]:
• Casual videos that are captured for other purposes and get shared. For example the
images used by Google StreetView, EveryScape, the cameras setup in public spaces that
can be viewed over the internet, videos or photos on sharing sites, etc. There is no need
to know the identity of individuals who appear in these videos. All individuals should be
de-identified irrevocably and early, perhaps at the camera itself.
• Public surveillance videos come from cameras watching spaces such as airports, streets,
stores, etc. These type of videos usually are displayed on public monitors and a recorded
version may be accessible to many people. The types of actions performed by individuals
in these videos is important, but not their identities. Consequently de-identification is
necessary.
• Private surveillance videos come from cameras placed at the entrances of semi-private
spaces like offices. These type of videos usually are with higher quality and are likely to
have a more detailed view of the individuals. De-identification may not be essential, but
could be suggested to take care of possible viewing by non-authorized people.
Also automatic license plate de-identification is an important application [21]. According the
above it is important to develop the automated methods for de-identifying individuals or items
without affecting the context of the action in the image or in the video. Motion blur can be used
for de-identification in the images or in the videos. Because we know the PSF and if necessary
we can use the image deblurring methods in the process of identification of the people or actions
in the recorded video.
Another practical example where we can use the image deblurring methods are barcode
character recognition. Barcodes can be found on numerous items, such as packaged food,
books, newspapers and more. There are different ways of reading these bar codes. One way
is to use dedicated barcode readers. The second option is to acquire an image of the barcode
using the camera that is anyway built into the device and process the image in order to decode
the barcode [98]. Reading barcodes by image processing is slower and less reliable than using
dedicated barcode scanners, but in some cases they are better. For example, dedicated systems
based on reflected laser light do not work for reading barcodes on a monitor screen.
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Figure 1.1.1: Barcode character recognition.
Barcode images acquired with cameras sometimes will not have the required quality to be
recognized and decoded [98]. Reason for that could be motion blur. Our methods can be use
for deblurring of the degraded images, and after that the deblurred image can be use in the
image recognition process. The process of the recognition of the barcodes based on the image
processing techniques is presented in the Figure 1.1.1. Some of the images may be too blurred
and for successful deciphering must be implemented effective deblurred method.
The increasing consumption of liquid crystal displays (LCD) for computer monitors and
home use has led to great interest in improvement of image quality especially when we have
movements. If we compared with other types of displays as traditional cathode ray tube (CRT),
plasma and projection displays, LCDs offer a lower cost, lower power consumption and higher
resolution. Despite the great interest in solving the problem, LCDs still suffer from motion-blur
the image. LCD motion blur is caused by two factors: the slow liquid crystal response time
and the inherent sample-and-hold characteristic of LCD image formation.
With continuous improving of the physical properties of the liquid crystals and with using
of method of overdrive is significantly mitigate response time [58]. By this way the problem of
motion blur is reduced, but it’s not eliminated. In [68, 69] are presented that when response
time is 16ms, 70% of the visible motion blur is part of the sample-and-hold property of the LCD
display. Sample-and-hold motion blur will be present even with a zero response time. This
blur is inherent to LCD image formation causes each pixel to emit approximately constant light
through the frame period.
On Figure 1.1.2 is present the case when the object is moving horizontally with a constant
velocity and a response time is zero [33]. Since the output at each pixel is held constant light
through the frame period the displayed image does not match to the target trajectory predicted
by Human Visual System (HVS). The dissimilarity between the eye tracking trajectory and the
displayed data corresponds to the motion blur perceived by the human observer.
The methods for reduction of sample-and-hold LCD motion blur can be divided into several
groups: back light flashing [24], frame rate doubling (black frame insertion [36], full frame
insertion [51, 61]) and data pre-processing (motion-compensated inverse filters (MCIF) [47, 34]).
The first method is used from Philips, it’s consist of back light flashing at a faster rate than
the frame period. With increasing the frame rate reduces the hold time and thus motion blur.
MCIF engages estimating the motion and then apply a high pass filter.
Also we assume that the PSF(point spread function) is horizontal (if not, we can approxi-
mate the PSF with separable PSF and take its x component). The reason for this is because
human eyes give much more consideration to horizontal motions from vertical motions [8].
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Figure 1.1.2: Position versus frame time.
In order to develop efficient algorithms and methods for reducing LCD motion blur is crucial
to developing an accurate model of the occurrence of LCD blur. The model of LCD blurring is
introduced in [9] and [68].
The process of degradation of the image is illustrated in Figure 1.1.3, where dynamic discrete
content Id(x, y, t) is shown on the LCD display as Is(x, y, t). Firstly the image is degraded from
the LCD display device, more accurate by sample-hold feature of the LCD device. After that
the human visual system (HVS) will be degraded the displayed image and the perceived image
is Io(x, y, t). The eye tracking and low pass filter (LPF) formed HVS.
Figure 1.1.3: Process of the perception chain.
Our methods for image restoration can be used as pre-processing technique for reducing
of the LCD motion blur. In this approach the signal is pre-processing before it is sent to the
display. This means that the frame sampled at time t is Ic(x, y, t) have to process with the
method for image deblurring and we get the signal Id(x, y, t), that is input signal on Figure
1.1.3.
1.2 Organization of the Ph.D. dissertation
Generally, the Ph.D. dissertation is divided on three main parts: Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4. The first one is devoted to the modeling of the process of image formation and
presentation of the standard methods of image restoration. The second one deals with the
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definition and description of the new non-iterative methods for image restoration. And finally,
the third one presents experimental results and comparative analysis when we use the new
non-iterative methods and standard methods for image restoration.
In the next chapter two commonly used filters for reconstructions of blurred image, namely
Wiener filter and the constrained least-squares filter [6] are presented. After them, iterative
nonlinear method for image restoration based on the Lucy-Richardson algorithm [26, 27] is
shown. Also for image reconstruction we can use as well as the symmetric minimal rank (SMRS)
solution of the inverse matrix problem [96]. The restoration methods based on moments (the
Fourier and the Haar basis) [42] which are also used are described in this chapter. End of
this chapter is devoted to the Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) and Tikhonov
(TIK) restoration methods [32].
The Chapter 3 consists of the five new non-iterative methods:
• The first method is a direct method for removing uniform linear motion blur from images.
The method is based on a straightforward construction of the Moore-Penrose inverse of
the blurring matrix for a given mathematical model. The computational load of the
method is decreased significantly with respect to other competitive methods, while the
resolution of the restored images remains at a very high level.
• The second method is based on an application of the partitioning method for determi-
nation of the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix augmented by a block-column matrix
of arbitrary size. The adaptation of the partitioning method is applicable in the image
restoration. The main contribution of the introduced method is a significant reduction in
computational time required to calculate the Moore–Penrose inverse of a blurring matrix
compared to other known methods for the pseudoinverse computation. The resolution of
the restored image remains at a very high level.
• The next method generalizes image restoration algorithms which are based on the Moore–
Penrose solution of certain matrix equations that define the linear motion blur. Our
approach is based on the usage of least squares solutions of these matrix equations,
wherein an arbitrary matrix of appropriate dimensions is included besides the Moore-
Penrose inverse. In addition, the method is a useful tool for improving results obtained
by other image restoration methods. Towards that direction, we investigate the case where
the arbitrary matrix is replaced by the matrix obtained by the Haar basis reconstructed
image. The method has been tested by reconstructing an image after the removal of blur
caused by the uniform linear motion and filtering the noise that is corrupted with the
image pixels. Quality of the restoration is observable by a human eye.
• The following method for reconstruction of blurred images damaged by a separable motion
blur can be used after the application of currently developed image restoration algorithms.
Our approach is based on the usage of least squares solutions of certain matrix equations
which define the separable motion blur. The method uses appropriately selected matrices
besides the Moore-Penrose inverse. The method is tested by reconstructing a set of images
after the removal of blur caused by uniform and separable motion.
• Previously performed analyzes have confirmed that the method proposed in [83], can be
used as a useful tool for improving restorations obtained by other image restoration meth-
ods. Continuing investigations in that direction, we investigate the case where arbitrary
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matrix is replaced by the matrix obtained by the Tikhonov regularization method or by
the Truncated Singular Value decomposition method.
The Chapter 4 is devoted to experimental results and application of methods in some
real cases. For comparison of the image restoration methods we use the following criteria:
Improvement in Signal to Noise Ratio (ISNR) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [6, 26].
The methods are tested on standard images from MATLAB such as Lena, Balrbara, Cameraman
etc., and real cases images: X-ray images and images from automated number plate recognition
systems. The new non-iterative methods for digital image restoration improve the performance
in terms of the quality of the restored images than the standard built-in image restoration
methods in the software package MATLAB. Also, the new methods reduces the time required to
complete the restoration process compared to conventional methods.
In the final chapter the conclusions with regard to the results obtained in the Ph.D. disser-
tation are presented. The following are comments on the results, their scientific and practical
significance. At the end of this chapter a brief overview of the ideas for future work and possible
further research in this and related areas is presented.
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